[Clinical value of insulin resistance in fasting normoglycemia].
Aim of the study was to clarify the question of the presence of manifestations of insulin resistance (IR) in fasting normoglycemia and to assess their association with risk of development and presence of clinically overt cardiovascular diseases (CVD) caused by atherosclerosis. We included into this study 1127 men and women older than 55 years with normal blood serum level of glucose in fasting state (&lt;6.1 mmol/l) without diabetes mellitus selected from a random sample of Moscow inhabitants (n=1186). In participants selected for this study we determined risk factors, calculated indexes of IR (HOMA-IR) and functional capacity of pancreatic -cells (HOMA-%B) using fasting levels of glucose and insulin. The examined subsample was divided into quartiles according to values of HOMA-IR. It was shown that in the 4-th quartile HOMA-%B was substantially higher than in other quartiles. With this values of body mass index and waist circumference were also highest in the 4-th quartile. Fasting insulin level compared with glucose level contributed more to determination of values of indexes of both IR and functional capacity of pancreatic -cells. In the upper 4-th quartile signs of atherogenic dyslipidemia appearing as higher concentration of triglycerides and lowered concentration of high density lipoprotein cholesterol manifested to the greatest degree. At statistical analysis of probability of CVD with clinical manifestations it was shown that in the 4-th quartile of distribution of HOMA-IR (&gt;2.7) values of odds ratio (OR) of development of arterial hypertension (AH), total CVD, angina pectoris, history of brain stroke were elevated. With that in the 3-rd quartile of distribution i.e. at HOMA-IR &gt;1.9 there were higher ORs of development of AH, CVD, angina pectoris. Thus even in the range of normal fasting glucose concentrations in subjects older than 55 years we detected IR associated with elevated risk of development of atherosclerosis related CVD. For detection of IR it is appropriate to measure in blood serum not only concentration of glucose but also fasting insulin level with subsequent calculation of HOMA-IR and HOMA-%B indexes.